Specifications TableSubjectArtificial IntelligenceSpecific Subject Area3D Shape Modeling and CompletionType of DataMatrices including 3D point coordinates as .mat files and object scans as .obj filesHow data were acquiredThe data was acquired using two robot setups. The first robot is composed of a 6-degree-of-freedom KUKA arm, a three-finger Schunk Dextrous Hand (7 degrees of freedom) equipped with tactile sensing arrays and a Kinect stereo vision camera. The second robot is a PR2 robot. ROS was used in programming robot motions, communication and data recording. The data was acquired by letting the robot hands touch the experiment objects at predefined locations and recording tactile and visual measurements from tactile sensors on fingers and Kinect cameras, in the form of 3D point clouds, which later on were mapped to the same reference frame based on camera calibrations and registration to initial frame. We also provide 3D scans of objects for comparing shape approximations from real sensory data to ground truth.Data formatRawParameters for data collectionThe explorative touch locations were discretized, given a fixed object pose, i.e. we used a fixed number of approach directions and heights to touch objects.Description of data collectionThe robots touch the experiment objects in a predefined manner at various exploration configurations and gather visual and tactile points in the same coordinate frame, based on calibration between the robots and the used cameras and registration to initial frame.Data source locationKTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, SwedenRepository name: Visual and Tactile 3D Point Cloud Data from Real Robots for Shape Modeling and CompletionData accessibilityData identification number: DOI: [https://doi.org/10.17632/ztkctgvgw6.1](10.17632/ztkctgvgw6.1){#intref0010}Direct URL to data: [https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/ztkctgvgw6]{.ul}Related Research ArticleG. Zarzar Gandler, C. H. Ek, M. Björkman, R. Stolkin, Y. Bekiroglu, Object shape estimation and modeling, based on sparse Gaussian process implicit surfaces, combining visual data and tactile exploration, Robotics and Autonomous Systems, 2020, doi: <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.robot.2020.103433>.**Value of the Data**•Robotic applications often require perception of object shape information \[[@bib1]\], \[[@bib2]\] extracted from sensory data that can be noisy and incomplete. This is a challenging task and in order to facilitate comparison of different approaches for shape modeling (e.g. surface estimation), completion and exploration we provide real sensory data (3D point clouds from visual and tactile sensors) acquired from exploring various objects of different shape complexities.•In contrast to currently available datasets, which are to a large extent synthetic, the presented dataset is obtained using two different real robot platforms with different end effectors and tactile sensors, providing variety in sensory data in terms of resolution and the type of objects.•The data also includes ground-truth scans for benchmarking different approaches in comparison to full observations.•Unknown objects can be represented via point clouds estimating unobserved areas \[[@bib5]\] or fitting continuous surfaces \[[@bib6]\], e.g. Implicit Surfaces based on regression via Gaussian Processes \[[@bib3],[@bib4],[@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9]\] or deep neural networks \[[@bib10]\]. The data introduced in this paper was used for building Gaussian Process Implicit Surfaces \[[@bib3],[@bib4]\] for efficient shape estimation. Following the findings of these studies, the dataset can be used for further development of new shape representations, modeling or exploration.

1. Data description {#sec1}
===================

The dataset includes visual and tactile readings in the form of 3D point clouds obtained using two different robot setups that are equipped with visual and tactile sensors. It contains three different files for every object, which include a point cloud from the vision sensor, a point cloud from the tactile sensors and the ground-truth object scan. The data files containing point clouds use the .mat format, i.e. they are MATLAB formatted files, while the ground-truth object scans are .obj files, representing the 3D geometry of objects. The data files are available at a Mendeley data repository \[[@bib11]\] , which includes these three files for every object:•\<object_name\>\_v.mat, containing the visual data (*n* x 3 double, where *n* is the number of visual points for this object),•\<object_name\>\_t.mat, containing the tactile data (*m* x 1 cell, with each element being *k*~*i*~ x 3 double, where *m* is the number of touches for this object and *k*~*i*~, the number of tactile points for touch *i*).•\<object_name\>\_scan.obj, containing the scanned object,

Where \<object_name\> can be box1, box2, box3, cyl1, cyl2, cyl3, cyl4, spray1, spray2 or spray3, for the experiments with the first robot, and box1, box2, box3, cyl1, cyl2, cyl3, cyl4, bottle1, bottle2 or bottle3, for the experiments with the second robot. Visual and tactile points are defined in the same frame.

2. Experimental design, materials, and methods {#sec2}
==============================================

The data was acquired by using two different robot setups. The first robot is composed of a 6-degree-of-freedom KUKA arm, a three-finger Schunk Dextrous Hand (7 degrees of freedom) equipped with tactile sensing arrays and a Kinect stereo vision camera. The robot can acquire tactile imprints via pressure sensitive tactile pads mounted on the Schunk hand\'s fingers. Each finger of the hand has 2 tactile sensor arrays composed of 6 × 13 and 6 × 14 cells, which yields at most 486 tactile points after one touch. For each touch, the hand is set to a fixed initial joint configuration, where the thumb opposes the other two fingers, then fingers are closed until contact is sensed. The ten objects were placed on a table-top with the Kinect camera overlooking objects from one side.

An observed object is segmented from its background using a segmentation and tracking system. The system uses stereo vision, the Kinect camera, in a heterogeneous Markov-Random-Field-based framework \[[@bib12]\], which uses color and depth information to divide the scene into either planar surfaces, bounded objects or uniform clutter models. From the resulting object segments we get point clouds that serve as starting points for object modeling. To fully cover an object with tactile measurements, up to 54 touches (27 for cyl3 and 18 for box2 due to their lower heights) were performed from the side parallel to the table in a grid of 9 approaching angles (22.5° apart) and 6 heights (spaced at a vertical distance of 2 cm) with respect to the table. The tactile measurements are illustrated as red points in Fig. 2 in Ref. \[[@bib3]\]. In order to minimize the potential displacements that can be caused by object movements after touching, before and after a touch, point clouds were registered using the Iterative Closest Point algorithm \[[@bib13]\] and measurements were transformed to the initial object frame. Example readings from 3 objects in the dataset can be seen in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Example readings from objects in the dataset, for the first robot setup. Tactile and visual readings are plotted in red and black, respectively, for box1, cyl1 and spray1. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)Fig. 1

The second robot is a PR2 equipped with two fingers and tactile pads as shown in Fig. 3 in Ref. \[[@bib3]\]. The robot hand was guided to touch the objects at different locations to gather tactile observations. The action space was defined by 9 different heights (with a spacing of 2 cm) and 7 different approaching angles (approaching objects from angles between −60° and +60° with a spacing of 20°). Thus at most 63 tactile readings were recorded, complementing the original visual data. For many objects fewer touches were applied due to their size, e.g. box1 with the fewest touches (21 in total). Details about the objects used in the experiments are given in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Note that objects belong to three different shape categories, namely boxes, cylinders and spray bottles or bottles. We also provide scans of the objects using a Makerbot Digitizer \[[@bib14]\].Table 1Details about objects used in experiments with the first (left) and second (right) robot setups, including i.a. Object names and the number of visual and tactile points.Table 1NameObject\# of sensory points\# of verticesNameObject\# of sensory points\# of verticesVisualTactilein scansVisualTactilein scansbox1![](fx1.gif)69791714102011box1![](fx11.gif)191919035681box2![](fx2.gif)545044571097box2![](fx12.gif)311320748960box3![](fx3.gif)126201952167970box3![](fx13.gif)391152479532cyl1![](fx4.gif)5029158082930cyl1![](fx14.gif)329032364150cyl2![](fx5.gif)4528146084755cyl2![](fx15.gif)546567695832cyl3![](fx6.gif)276582948739cyl3![](fx16.gif)394862071019cyl4![](fx7.gif)5071197595008cyl4![](fx17.gif)443173796935spray1![](fx8.gif)4252121494658bottle1![](fx18.gif)375947882667spray2![](fx9.gif)4084150892439bottle2![](fx19.gif)304432783357spray3![](fx10.gif)2937116663231bottle3![](fx20.gif)291532163770
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